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VENICE – FULL DAY TRIP

Venice really needs no introduction. The watery city, home to gondoliers in stripy jerseys singing in front
of the Bridge of Sighs, has been a fabled holiday destination for centuries. Whether it’s beautifully sunny
or covered in a white vale of fog, the city is magical, charming and romantic. If your time in Italy is short,
this tour is the perfect way to add the fairy-tale city of Venice to your Italian itinerary. Your full day tour
includes a boat trip along the Venice lagoon as well as a walking tour of the city.

HIGHLIGHTS
Full-day trip from Milan to Venice
Boat trip across the Venice lagoon
Two-hour guided walking tour
Free time to explore Venice on your own
English speaking tour guide
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VENICE – FULL DAY TRIP

Experience the beauty and glory of Venice, with its gondolas, exotic architecture and puzzling canals. On
this day trip, Venice is yours to discover by boat and on foot. While in Venice you’ll enjoy a boat trip
across the Venice lagoon and take a two-hour guided walking tour where you will uncover the most
significant buildings and monuments, untying the labyrinth of canals and narrow alleys until you arrive at
the magnificent St. Mark’s Square.
After sipping espresso in the first cafe in Europe, the afternoon is yours to explore the maze of medieval
lane ways and have a spot of lunch. Why not take a romantic gondola ride or visit the impressive glass
factory before transferring by boat and coach back to Milan.

DEPARTURE POINT: Piazzale Cairoli (MM1 Cairoli – MM2 Lanza)

PRICE: € 129 PER PERSON

INCLUSIONS
– Boat trip across the Venice lagoon
– Transport by air-conditioned coach
– Professional tour leader
– 2-hour guided walking tour with tourist guide in Venice
EXCLUSIONS
– Gondola ride
– Gratuities (optional)
– Food and drinks, unless specified

DISCLAIMER: Lions Clubs International (including its officers, directors, employees and volunteers) has
no connection, no responsibility and is not a contracting party with regard to the transportation or other
facilities offered by NAONIS VIAGGI or any other tour operator making the arrangements for the pre‐ and
post convention tours being offered. By making a reservation and/or payment for any pre‐ and post
convention tour, participants acknowledge and understand that they are contracting directly with
NAONIS VIAGGI or another tour operator, that any contractual responsibilities are directly between the
participant and NAONIS VIAGGI or another tour operator, that participants are fully aware of all risks of
travel and arrangements for tours of this nature, and that participants fully disclaim, waive, release and
discharge Lions Clubs International (including its officers, directors, employees and volunteers) from any
and all liability, claims or responsibilities with regard to the pre‐ or post convention tours being offered.
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